
 The set of 8 Episode Models 
from SG6 or SG7

 Some teddies/dolls for an 
audience

10–15 minutes

THE THREE LITTLE PIGS – Verbalisation activities

Guess and re-tell the Episode: Put out Episode Model 3 – the Second Little Pig Builds a House of Sticks – and set 
up a small audience with some teddies and/or dolls. 

Model for your child, by commenting as you go, deciding which episode the card represents. Talk to yourself 
aloud to help show how you draw out the details of that episode, for example: Which episode is this? Well, who 
are the characters? Ah, yes, there is a pink circle so that must be one of the pigs. And also a brown rectangle – ah, 
that’s the straw house! So this episode must be when the Second Little Pig builds his house out of straw! Then re-
tell the episode in your words to your child and the audience.

Now ask your child to do the next Episode Model. Put out Episode 7 – the Big Bad Wolf Cannot Blow Down the 
Third Little Pig’s Brick House. Ask your child to identify the episode and ask them questions to help where 
necessary: Which episode is this? What characters are there? What’s happening?  Then ask them to re-tell the 
episode in as much detail as they can. You can prompt them with gentle questions, as necessary. 

Repeat the process, taking it in turns, with a few of the other Episode Models. It’s not necessary to do all of them.

Opposites: Talk to your child about any opposites in the story, for example: fragile house/strong house; big 
mummy pig/little pig; small pig/big wolf; gentle pig/fierce wolf; not-so-clever pig/wise pig, and so on. Suggest a 
word, for example ‘house’, and ask them for their ideas on how to describe the houses in the story. Help your 
child to realise the meaning of opposites as you share your ideas together. 

Play a game where you take it turns to say one of the phrases that you have discussed, for example: not-so-clever 
pig, and see if the other person can say its opposite. 

And the Message of the Story is…: Tell your child: Many stories have a moral – a lesson that can teach us 
something. This story asks us to think about whether it is more important to be strong or to be clever. Talk to 
your child about their ideas and help them come to the conclusion that it’s more important to be clever than to 
be strong, because the weak but very clever pig was able to outwit a strong but not very clever wolf.

Draw your child’s attention to other lessons that can be learnt from this story. For example: Really good work 
can’t usually be done quickly – you have to think hard and take your time to do things properly.

Your child can recognise and interpret substitute shapes correctly.
Your child can recognise story episodes that match specific Episode Models.
Your child can re-tell story episodes fluently using Episode Models as prompts.

To hone the ability to remember and re-tell the story accurately using external 
mediators (substitute shapes and visual-spatial models)
To develop cognitive skills – recognise and identify transformations (opposites)
To develop understanding of the message (meaning) of the story
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To maintain your child’s 
motivation for re-telling the 
episodes, you could put on 
voices for the teddies/dolls 

and have them ‘ask’ 
questions to elicit more detail 
from your child. Make it funny 

and say things that 
encourage your child to give 
more information about that 

episode and correct any 
audience ‘misunderstanding’.
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